
 

August 2021 Thunder events  

 

Overview 

Overall, this was a fairly uneventful August (in contrast to 2020). A slack pressure gradient 

prevailed over these islands during the first four days, following which a depression moved  

across Ireland into Scotland on the 5
th

 and subsequently became slow moving from the 6
th

 to 

9
th

. During the middle period of August, frontal systems crossed the UK in a more mobile 

(but still rather slack) west or southwest weather type, although amounts of rain were often 

small in the south. However, an active set of fronts, associated with a significant upper 

trough, crossed the UK and Ireland on 21
st
-22

nd
. Thereafter, a large and intense area of high 

pressure close to the northwest of Scotland dominated the weather for the rest of the month. 

 

The main thundery periods were 6
th

 to 9
th

 and 21
st
-22

nd
. Three days of thunder were recorded 

in north Norfolk, interestingly on consecutive days 6
th

 to 8
th

, and three days were also noted 

in parts of Surrey. In Scotland, the Glasgow area experienced flash flooding from storms on 

the 6th and 9
th

 and it is likely that, locally, four successive days with thunder occurred just 

north and east of the city. 

 

1st: A slack northerly airstream covered the UK. As troughs crossed central and southern 

England, slow moving and increasingly heavy showers resulted in local flooding, with 

thunder over parts of the southeast (chiefly southeast of London). 

 

2nd: A very slack surface pressure pattern persisted over the UK, together with a broad upper 

trough across western Europe. Once again, scattered heavy and slow moving shower clusters 

occurred (one caused flooding on the Isle of Wight during the hours just after daybreak). 

Many downpours were non thundery but there was isolated thunder in northwest Kent during 

the morning and, during the late afternoon, quite an active thunderstorm area drifted very 

slowly NNE from Bristol and the Severn Estuary into east Wales and the southwest 

Midlands. 

 

3rd: Scattered showers again developed, with isolated thunder – especially in the late 

afternoon around the Humber estuary. 

 

4
th

: Pressure remained slack, but this time showers especially affected the northern UK with 

scattered thunderstorms over Northern Ireland, northern England and northeast Scotland. 

 

5th: An Atlantic  depression moved into northwest Ireland. Frontal systems moved northeast, 

and, in their wake, thundery showers broke out over central areas of Ireland, while over 

England a more isolated thundery outbreak occurred near the Severn Estuary. 

 

6th: The depression now covered the northern UK. Showery rain was widespread. Clusters of 

thunderstorm activity affected the Forth/Clyde central belt of Scotland, eastern England (from 

the North Yorkshire Moors to Norfolk) and a band across the south from Somerset to Essex. 

More scattered thunder (or small clusters) occurred over Northern Ireland, the northwest 

Midlands, and over the far northeast of England and the Cheviots. Flash flooding was 

especially severe over southern Scotland where storms were slow moving near to the low 

pressure centre. In Greenock, a section of the A8 dual carriageway was entirely flooded, 

while a number of streets in Glasgow, such as in the Pollokshields area, were left submerged 

by the downpours. 



 

The area of low pressure remained quasi-stationary across Scotland on the 7
th

-8
th

 while the 

whole of the UK and Ireland were covered by a broad upper trough. 

 

7th: Amongst further extensive shower activity, there were pulses of thundery activity around 

The Wash, the Glasgow area and the northwest Highlands. 

 

8th: The main areas affected by thunder were very similar to those on the previous day: near 

The Wash and over north Norfolk, and in parts of central and western Scotland , with isolated 

discharges observed during showers elsewhere. 

. 

9th: Slack low pressure persisted over the northern UK. Clusters of thunderstorms occurred 

over central Ireland and Northern Ireland, also central Scotland, with well scattered electrical 

discharges in the widespread showers which occurred over southern, central and 

(particularly) eastern England. Flooding affected both the Glasgow and Edinburgh areas and 

at Elderslie near Paisley, 41mm of rain fell in 90 minutes during a thunderstorm  (the second 

heaviest fall for that duration in the 52 year long site record). A minor tornado caused slight 

damage at Toome, near Lough Neagh in Northern Ireland. 

 

10th: 

Though much less widespread, some showers still developed over northern and eastern areas 

of the UK, and thunder occurred during the late morning in eastern Scotland, around Fife and 

Angus. 

 

12th: A depression was approaching the northwest of the UK with occluding frontal systems 

swinging eastwards. There was isolated thunder near the west coast of Scotland, e.g. near the 

North Channel, evidently along a post frontal trough in the unstable returning maritime polar 

air. 

 

13th: There was an isolated outbreak of thunder in northeast Scotland around Wick from mid 

to late afternoon. A depression was situated near northwest Scotland with thunder breaking 

out in showers just behind another occluded front. 

 

19th: Pressure was slack over England and Wales and a rather diffuse frontal system drifted 

northwards; meanwhile a short wave upper trough crossed from the west. Sporadic outbreaks 

of rain affected southern Britain with a few instances of thunder over the western Midlands.  

 

21st-22nd: A complex series of troughs moved northeastwards, while a very pronounced and 

major upper trough crossed Ireland and the UK later on the 21
st
 and overnight. Once cloud 

started to break, post fronts,  heavy showers turned thundery over north Cornwall during the 

late morning of the 21
st
 and, then, sporadically, from east Devon to Wiltshire from mid 

afternoon to mid evening. During the evening, there was also considerable thundery activity 

over eastern Ireland and scattered activity over the western and southern English Midlands 

(becoming rather more extensive towards midnight). This outbreak persisted over parts of the 

Midlands up to around 0200 UTC with some impressive lightning displays. Soon after 

midnight on August 22nd, lightning struck a house in Coalville, Leicestershire, setting the 

roof on fire; nobody was hurt. Around the same time, a lightning strike briefly cut off power 

to more than 10,000 homes in the Nuneaton area of Warwickshire. A thunderstorm caused a 

more lengthy power outage of several hours in the Redditch area of Worcestershire. There 

were further outbreaks of heavy rain and thunder over the southeast Midlands and southeast 



England later in the night, especially around the Chilterns and across Kent and 

Essex.Towards dawn, lightning struck a house in Aylesbury (Bucks), while 25mm of rain fell 

in 22 minutes at Herne Bay in north Kent. 

 

 
These reports are based on observations and sferics with  

supportive evidence from radar. Sincere thanks are due to  

observations recorded by COL members (further details can  

be found in the Daily station notes section of the June bulletin).  

Acknowledgement is also due to the TORRO members  

forum and the Netweather and Blitzortung web sites. 
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